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More use of civil citations is justified
By Times-Union Editorial Thu, Apr 7, 2016 @ 2:33 pm | updated Thu, Apr 7, 2016 @ 5:10 pm

Numbers and research seem to be the bane of the State
Attorney’s Office when it comes to dealing with children who
commit crimes.

Not only do the attorneys deciding on the fates of children entering the judicial system and
designing diversionary programs for them seem loathe to take advantage of scientifically
validated tools and studies, they seem to have little idea whether their own tactics actually
work.

Take, for example, just one of the tactics used in programs designed to divert youngsters
from the courts. A chief component of Angela Corey’s Youthful Offender Program is based
on the kinds of scared-straight style tactics that have been scientifically debunked.

SCARED STRAIGHT DEBUNKED

Scientists have shown such programs don’t work. In fact, a seminal study found that
exposing children to such tactics may actually increase recidivism and harm the youngsters
who take part.

We’ve known that such programs are ineffective since nearly the 1970s when they were
introduced. Even the Justice Department has come out against them.

In an opinion column published in 2011 in the Baltimore Sun, Assistant Attorney General for
the Office of Justice Programs Laurie Robinson and the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention’s Acting Administrator Jeff Slowikowski warned against the myopic
use of such programs.

“The fact that [scared straight] programs are still being touted as effective, despite stark
evidence to the contrary is troubling,” they wrote.

Hasn’t Corey seen the research? And if so, why are taxpayers still spending money on such
folly?

But it’s not only the dubious tough tactics that are in question, so are many of the procedures
on which the State Attorney’s Office relies.

Jacksonville lags behind the rest of the state in the issuance of civil citations to youngsters —
despite valid evidence reported extensively by Tessa Duvall in the Times-Union that this
approach yields the lowest recidivism rate.

A civil citation is a technique that can be used to help children avoid criminal records and jail
— instead they are funneled into diversion programs, such as Teen Court. Corey points out
that police issue these.

The Florida Department of Juvenile Justice reports that civil citations produce the lowest
recidivism rate.
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Corey’s favorite approach, one she calls at-large diversion, has officers responding to a call
involving a child, then starting a file on the juvenile at the State Attorney’s Office, but not
actually arresting the child. That way, Corey says, her attorneys have more leeway in
deciding whether to send a child to a diversionary program or eventually file charges.

She points out that her diversion programs can include felonies, something that civil citations
do not do.

The problem with Corey’s at-large diversion idea is that there are no numbers to back up her
approach.

DOCUMENTATION NEEDED

How are we — the taxpayers — to know whether Corey’s system actually works better?

The answer is, we can’t know.

Finally, there’s the little matter of how Corey and her attorneys even assess what should be
done with children who find their way into the justice system.

Should they be sent to diversion programs? Should they be charged as juveniles? Or should
they be charged as adults?

Now there are dozens of valid assessment tools that have been devised to judge things like a
child’s ability to be rehabilitated, a child’s predisposition to re-commit and other similar
variables.

These tools have been validated in many pieces of research.

Which of these does Corey’s office use to decide what to do with children?

Apparently, none.

She has told the Times-Union in the past that assessment tools aren’t used. Instead, she
relies upon the experience of her attorneys, especially those who are mothers, she says, to
make such decisions.

We’re not discounting motherhood.

But should it trump scientific research?

Corey makes a compelling case that her interest and involvement in diversion programs goes
way back to the days of State Attorney Ed Austin.

Fair enough.

But there clearly is a lot of room for improvement.

It’s high time that Corey and the State Attorney’s Office provide proof of the effectiveness of
their programs and deal with youngsters based on proven best practices.

Children are not numbers.

However, we need to depend on numbers and research to show clearly how our taxes and
staff time should be spent.

Pity the children.
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Max mutt
Thursday, April 7, 2016 @ 11:25 pm

Love the "scientific research"
Do you even know what that means.
When assessing "scared straight' exactly how many programs and how many
variations were researched.
This was based essentially on ONE study that used meta-analysis of 9 studies
that varied widely in technique and randomization.
There was no evaluation of differing techniques and no effort to assess if
different would be more effective than others.
The idea that such programs increase recidivism is ridiculous and if anything
indicate poorly designed programs.
To make "forever decisions" on this reeks of the closed science of global
warming.

pheelgrate
Thursday, April 7, 2016 @ 3:03 pm

It's really sad that you don't put as much pressure on parents and guardians to
be responsible with the rearing of their children as you do the teachers and law
enforcement officers. Forget civil citations and diversion programs and
standardized testing and, instead, focus on raising a child to know right from
wrong, obey authority, follow the law and be good citizens.
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